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Sakurajima is an andesitic volcano located on the southern rim of the Aira caldera. In the 20
th
 century, three 

characteristic types of eruptions occurred: the 1914 gigantic flank eruption; the 1946 minor flank eruption; and 

frequent vulcanian eruptions at the Minamidake summit crater, continuing from 1955 for more than 50 years. 

The eruptive center has been shifted to the Showa crater, east of Minamidake since 2006 and the eruptive 

activity is characterized minor but more frequent vulcanian eruptions. The magma plumbing system of 

Sakurajima is approximated by a deep (10 km) magma reservoir beneath the Aira caldera, shallow 

reservoirs (3–6 km) beneath the central cones, and a conduit connecting one of the shallow reservoir to the 

summit crater of Minamidake. From the inflation–deflation pattern and intensity of the vertical displacement, it 

is estimated that magma has been supplied to the deep reservoir at a rate of 10
7
 m

3
/year. Since the 

termination of the 1914 eruption, magma in the order of 10
9
m

3
 has been stored in the deep reservoir. 

Considering eruptions in 20th century, we have 3 scenarios for future eruptive activity: 1) frequent occurrence 

of vulcanian eruptions at the summit crater, 2) further more increase in eruptive activity at the Showa crater, 

finally reaching effusion of lava, and 3) a large flank eruption at two sides of the volcano.  

The shallow reservoir is inferred from vertical displacements, a tilt vector showing the crater side up before 

the vulcanian eruptions, and an anomalously attenuated zone of seismic waves. The magma migrated from 

the deep reservoir to the shallow reservoir before the increase in vulcanian eruptivity at the Minamidake crater, 

as demonstrated by the relocation of the upheaval center of the ground deformation. The increase in 

seismicity of A-type earthquakes and the migration of their hypocenters toward the shallow part also support 

the migration of magma. The hypocenters of B-type earthquakes and explosion earthquakes with volumetric 

sources are concentrated beneath the crater. The hypocenters of A-type earthquakes generated by shear 

fractures surround the origins of B-type earthquakes and explosion earthquakes. The separation of the 

hypocenters indicates the existence of a volcanic conduit connecting the shallow reservoir to the bottom of 

the summit crater. The intrusion of magma into the conduit and smooth ascent up to the crater bottom induce 

strombolian eruptions and swarms of B-type earthquakes. The magma at the uppermost part of the conduit 

becomes a cap rock of the conduit against the following intrusive magma, which generates vulcanian 

eruptions. Upward tilt of the crater side and extensional strain are observed prior to both strombolian activities 

and the vulcanian activities that follow and turn into downward and contraction strain, respectively, associated 

with the eruptions. The volatility of the magma has an important role in vulcanian eruptions, in the formation of 

a gas pocket at the uppermost part of the conduit, and in sudden outgassing triggered by a pressure decrease 

in the conduit due to gas leakage. 

Eruptive activity at the Showa crater has steadily increased since it resumed in June 2006, and 3660 
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vulcanian eruptions occurred during the period from 2008 to 2012. An inflation event that started in October 

2009 was caused by the major pressure source estimated to be located at a depth of 12 km beneath the Aira 

caldera and a minor source obtained a depth of 5 km at the northern flank of Kitadake in addition to a source 

beneath Minamidake. Strain changes which indicate inflation were detected prior to explosions and the 

inflation strain lasted mostly 1 h. The strain changes were caused by a shallow pressure source less than 1.5 

km. The inflation occasionally continued for more than 7 h with an addition of inflation of a deep source (4 km), 

which corresponds to the magma reservoir beneath Minamidake. The conduit to the Showa crater may be 

branched from the magma reservoir beneath Minamidake or from the major conduit connected to it. When 

inflationary ground deformation progressed at a high rate, the eruptive activity reached a peak from 

December 2009 to March 2010. This suggests that the accumulation of magma beneath the central cones of 

the Sakurajima volcano progressed simultaneously to a discharge of magma. The simultaneous progress of 

the accumulation and discharge of magma and the frequent occurrence of small vulcanian eruptions may be 

related to the small open conduit. 
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